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Data Access & 
Privacy Legal 
Framework



Laws Applicable to Data Access by Government Agencies & Third Parties 

• Agreements between governmental 
entities and private companies or 
academic institutions  
• Regulations regarding data access to 

enforce laws 

• Freedom of Information Laws 
(“FOIL” or “FOIA”)

Methods to access private data provided to the 
Government:



Freedom of Information Laws

• Enacted in 1966 after steep rise in government 
secrecy  
• Amended in 1974 in the wake of the Watergate 

scandal (1st of many amendments) 
• State laws vary from state to state but have the 

same intent: government transparency and 
openness 

• Broad definitions of “public record”  
• Presumption = everything is public, unless 

specifically exempted

Freedom of Information Act – Open Government or Sunshine 
Laws



Freedom of Information Act

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552 
For a document to be subject to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, it must first be an "agency record," which requires that: (1) the 
agency either created or obtained the requested materials, and (2) the 
agency is in control of requested materials at the time the FOIA request is 
made. Houghton v. U.S. Dept. of State, 875 F. Supp. 2d 22 (D.D.C. 2012) 
• Creates an individual right to obtain access to the records of federal agencies. 

• There are nine exemptions, such as national security, legally privileged 
information, and trade secrets. 
➢ The trade secrets exemption covers “trade secrets and commercial or 

financial information obtained from a person [that is] privileged or 
confidential.”



FOIL Exemptions

• Exemptions vary from state to state, but typically include:  

• Personal information contained in public records, the disclosure of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy 

• Records compiled for law enforcement purposes (subject to 
conditions) 

• Trade secrets and commercial or financial information (subject to 
conditions) 
▪ Examples—Illinois (5 ILCS 140/7); California (California Public 

Records Act), New York (Public Officers Law, Article 6), 
Massachusetts (Gen. Laws. Chap. 4 Sec. 7 (26)).



State Freedom of Information Laws 

• Small differences in a law’s wording can determine whether certain 
information is subject to disclosure.  
• Thus, the interpretation of one state’s public records law has little 

value in determining the likely interpretation of another state’s law.  

• States with identically worded laws could ultimately reach different 
conclusions.  
• In turn, these state-to-state variations could lead to a great deal of 

uncertainty, with public institutions getting clear guidance only after 
they’ve been sued for failing to turn over records. 



State Freedom of Information Laws 

• Texas Public Information Act, Texas Government Code, Title 5, § 552 
• Gives public the right to request access to government information. 

Creates exceptions for: trade secrets “obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential”; and commercial or financial 
information, the disclosure of which would cause substantial 
competitive harm to the person from whom the information was 
obtained. 

• Washington Public Records Act, Revised Code of Washington, Ch. 
42.56  
• Guarantees public’s right to access public records “prepared, 

owned, used, or retained” by government bodies.  Contains an 
exception for financial, commercial, and proprietary information.



State Freedom of Information Laws

• Alaska Public Records Act, Alaska Stat. Title 40, Ch. 25 
• “Books, papers, files, accounts, writings, including drafts and 

memorializations of conversations, and other items, regardless of format 
or physical characteristics, that are developed or received by a public 
agency, or by a private contractor for a public agency, and that are 
preserved for their informational value or as evidence of the 
organization or operation of the public agency; ‘public records’ does not 
include proprietary software programs.” (Emphasis added.) 



State Freedom of Information Laws 

• Arizona Public Records Law  
• Mandates that all public records be open to inspection by any person 

at all times during office hours.  
• Lake v. City of Phoenix, 222 Ariz. 547, 218 P.3d 1004 (2009), 

established that digital meta-data, attached to files stored in 
any electronic form are considered part of that document and 
are thus subject to open records requests.   

• Arizona law also requires individuals who are making a FOIA 
request for commercial purposes to state those purposes. 

• South Dakota Sunshine Law  
• Public records are defined as all records kept by public bodies in 

South Dakota, no matter the physical form. The state also offers 
OpenSD, a search-able website with many public documents 
available. 

• Anyone may request public records and a statement of purpose is not 
required. There are no restrictions on the use of records, nor is there 
a specified response time.



EU Data Privacy: GDPR 

• The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is an EU law 
to protect the personal data of its citizens. 

• It basically requires companies to be transparent with 
consumers regarding the categories of personal data they 
collect and how they disclose and share that information. 
• Consumers are entitled to know exactly how their data is collected and used 
• Consumers can ask what information has been collected about them (without 

paying anything) 
• If there are mistakes in the data, Consumers can request to have them corrected 
• Consumers can have their data deleted from records 
• Consumers are allowed to refuse data processing 

• For the transport sector, personal data includes information, 
such as a passenger’s name, contact information and address, 
as well as ‘smarter’ information, like travel patterns and 
times, recent journeys and fares. 

• Companies must explain their data collection practices in clear 
and simple language, and then users must explicitly agree to 
them.



Case Law & 
Litigation



Case Law 

TNC Trip Data 
• Most courts have found TNC trip data is not a trade secret.  At least one court has found that pickup 

and drop-off zip code is a trade secret because, if divulged, it would reveal to competitors where 
and when customers start and end their trips.  

• Washington:  Uber and Lyft data on passenger pick-up/drop-off locations might be a trade 
secret, but Seattle should disclose such data under the state’s Public Records Act unless doing 
so would cause substantial and irreparable harm. Lyft, Inc. v. City of Seattle, 190 Wash. 2d 
769, 418 P.3d 102 (2018). 

• Ohio:  Drivers' names and contact information = trade secret exempt from disclosure. Drivers' 
dates of birth and contact information = sensitive, personally identifiable information exempt 
from disclosure. Drivers' physical descriptors, proof of citizenship, prior felony descriptions, 
and vehicle descriptions not exempt from disclosure. City of Columbus v. Lyft, 22 N.E.3d 304 
(2014). 

• Pennsylvania:  Number of Lyft’s trips is not proprietary data and can be disclosed.  Lyft v. 
Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, 145 A.3d 1235 (2016). 

• Florida:  Uber’s aggregate trip and fee data is not a trade secret and is subject to 
disclosure. Rasier-DC, LLC v. B& L Service, Inc. and Broward County, Florida, No. 4D16-3070 
(Jan. 10, 2018, Fl. District Ct. of Appeal, 4th District).



Case Law (con’t.)

Data Held by Third Parties 
• Washington Public Records Act guarantees public’s right to access public 

records “prepared, owned, used, or retained” by government bodies. 
Creates an exception for financial, commercial, and proprietary information. 
• In Baker v. Department of Corrections, the Washington Court of Appeals 

declined to decide what it called an “interesting and important issue” 
regarding an agency’s obligation under the Washington Public Records Act to 
obtain records from a third party in response to a public records request 
because the record and briefing on appeal left “unanswered factual 
questions.”  
• Facts: An inmate requested electronic copies of checks and money orders deposited by the 

Washington Department of Corrections (DOC) into the inmate’s trust subaccount at Bank of 
America. The original records were scanned using BOA’s proprietary software and were not in 
DOC’s possession. 

• Question: Whether BOA’s scans were public records.  
• Holding: Without certain key facts, the Court could not decide whether documents in BOA’s 

possession comprised records that DOC “prepared, owned, used, or retained” and that contained 
information relating to the conduct of government.



Data Litigation 

LA DOT Scooter Data 
• As a condition to obtain a 12-month permit to operate in LA, 

the LA Department of Transportation requires e-scooter share 
operators to agree to share scooter location and trip data, 
including vehicle identifier, trip time, trip cost, and real-time 
and historical, minute-by-minute information about riders’ 
location, routes, and destinations to within a few feet. 

• LADOT and a private-sector consultant developed a 
software tool known as Mobility Data Specification 
(MDS) to collect this data, which is classified as 
“confidential” under the LADOT’s Data Protection 
Principles. 

• On June 8, 2020, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), in 
partnership with the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), 
filed a case in Federal District Court in California claiming 
LADOT’s requirement of scooter tracking data violates the 
Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the California 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act. The lawsuit seeks an 
injunction to end all prospective collection, storage, or 
maintenance of precise location data acquired through MDS. 
The case is still pending. Sanchez v. Los Angeles Dep’t of 
Transp., C.D. Cal. No. 2:20-cv-05044.  



Transportatio
n Data



Open Data – 
Taxi/FHV

• Trend Analysis 
• Geospatial 

Analysis 



Inputs: Taxi Trip Data

  Taxi 
Company

Passenger 
Count

PUDO 
Timestamp

PUDO 
Location

Trip 
Mileage

Total 
Fare

Payment 
Type

NYC X √ √ √ √ √ √

Chicago √ X √ √ √ √ √

Philadelphia √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Washington 
DC

X √ √ √ √ √ √



Outputs: Trend Analysis 

Data Source: NYC Taxi & Limousine 
Commission



Outputs: Geospatial Analysis 



School Transportation Technology: Common Legal Concerns 

• The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) protects the privacy 
of student education records, which includes various details about a student, 
such as bus route, medical information, and attendance.  

• The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) addresses data 
protection for children under 13. 

• Student Health Information: FERPA and the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) generally protect health information from 
disclosure without consent.  
• FERPA applies to most school health records.  
• Not all health data is covered under HIPAA. HIPAA applies only to covered 

entities and business associates, and they do not apply to ‘education records’ 
under FERPA.  

• Consent is usually required to disclose personal information, but both FERPA 
and HIPAA have exemptions for public health emergencies when disclosures 
are necessary to protect the health or safety of others.

Data Privacy: FERPA and COPPA are federal privacy laws that 
regulate student privacy and protect sensitive data when schools 
use technology. In addition, at least 40 states have passed student 
privacy laws 



Types of Lawsuits School Transportation Providers May Face

• HIPAA does not have a private right of action, but 
it is possible to obtain damages for violations of 
state laws on the grounds of negligence or for a 
breach of an implied contract. 

• COPPA has no private right of action, but acts the 
FTC considers unfair or deceptive could violate 
state unfair-practices law, which might have a 
private right of action. 

• A 2002 Supreme Court decision held that students 
and parents may not file a federal lawsuit against 
an educational agency or institution for a FERPA 
violation. (Gonzaga University v. Doe, 536 U.S. 273 
(2002)). However, it may be possible to sue based 
on state privacy laws.



Industry Driven Methods of Data Collection: 3rd Party Validation

Reebie Associate’s Motor Carrier Data 
Exchange Program 

• Provides information on actual market-to-market 
trucking industry movement activity, including 
detailed information on manufacturing facilities 
(location, employment, annual sales) and the products 
they produce (description and quantity). 

• The Data Exchange Program includes carriers from 
both the private and for-hire segments of the industry 
and both the truckload (TL) and less-than-truckload 
(LTL) sectors. 

• In total, information is received on  over 75 million 
individual truck  shipments (comparatively, the  
government’s Commodity Flow Survey covers about 12 
million shipments, spread across all modes.)



Industry Driven Methods of Data Collection: 3rd Party Validation

• International Civil Aviation Organization (“ICAO”) 
o Established in 1944 during the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation. 
o The United Nations recognized ICAO as the agency responsible for data governance. 

• ICAO Data Plus is a tool used by its 192 Member States to collect dynamic and graphical data for 
analyzing trends, creating more accessible benchmarking methods, and tracking differences between 
air transport. 

• Data organized into dashboards and categorized into Airport Traffic, On-Flight Origin/Destination, 
Traffic by Flight Stage, ICAO-ACI Airport Data, and Air Carrier Finances, Traffic, Fleet, and Personnel. 



Further Reading Material

“Transportation Network 
Companies: Passenger 
Data Security and Privacy 
Issues”  

Author: Matthew W.  Daus, Esq., 2017 

• The full article can be 
accessed on Westlaw, or by 
contacting 
mdaus@windelsmarx.com.
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Further Reading Material

“Ground Transportation Big 
Data Analytics and Third Party 
Validation – Solutions for a New 
Era of  Regulation and Private 

Sector Innovation” 

Author: Matthew W. Daus, Esq., 
2018



Questions?/ Thank You!!

Matthew Daus 
President, IATR

Contact: 
mdaus@iatr.global 

212-237-1106
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